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Who Plays and Who Decides: The Structure
and Operation of the Commercial Building
Market
Report Summary

Introduction

The purpose of this report is to characterize the commercial new construction market in

order to better understand the needs and operation of the market, to more effectively

identify needed technologies, and to identify effective strategies to diffuse the technolo-

gies being developed by the U.S. Department of Energy.1  The report is primarily based

on the analysis of secondary data collected from the Internet, the analysis of data from the

Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Commercial Building Energy

Conservation Survey, and other available data.

The study examines the social and cultural trends that will influence how buildings will

be constructed and used in the future.  It also examines how decisions are made with re-

spect to the design, construction, and renovation of buildings.  Seven sub-markets within

the commercial building market – office, retail, food sales and service, lodging,

healthcare, warehouses, and education – are examined in detail.  The size and character-

istics of buildings in each sub-market are described along with the ownership of the

buildings and the operation of the sub-markets.  The report contains detailed lists of large

players.  The energy use characteristics of the buildings in the market and the penetration

of energy efficient measures into the sub-markets are discussed as well.

Major Findings

Three important themes emerged from this analysis.

•  The use, design, construction, and operation of commercial buildings will change sig-

nificantly in the next 25 years in response to dynamic forces within culture and soci-

ety.

•  There is significant potential to promote a substantial amount of energy efficiency by
targeting the relatively few large players in each sub-market.

 In nearly every sub-market, there is a relatively high degree of concentration of

ownership or franchising of establishments.

 These owners/users are large national and regional firms.

 The extent to which these large players may already be attending to energy effi-

ciency is not known.  Some players seem quite sophisticated in this regard while

others do not.

                                                  
1
 This report was completed for The U.S, Department of Energy, Office of Building Technology, State

and Community Programs under contract number DE-AF26-02NT20528.
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•  There are large numbers of smaller independent players at the regional and local level
that can benefit from energy efficiency as well.

 Within the various sub-markets, these players are fairly homogeneous.
 Strategies to target the independent players need to be implemented by public

benefits agencies, energy efficiency organizations and utilities at the local level.
 The understanding of these local commercial establishments and the sophistica-

tion of the strategies presently being used to deal with them vary but are typically
not high.

Recommendations

While there have been large numbers of successful energy efficiency programs and hun-

dreds of evaluations of these programs, program design and implementation are still

largely ad-hoc processes that often fail to build upon lessons of the past.  DOE can pro-

vide a leadership role in using the results of the many evaluations to systematically build

scientifically based program designs and implementation strategies for the commercial

sector and then propagate those designs in order to accelerate the adoption energy effi-

ciency.

Key recommendations from this report are that DOE:

•  Develop a plan and commit resources to continuously and systematically update its

understanding of the commercial building market, to make greater use of commer-

cially available secondary information to increase DOE’s understanding of the com-

mercial building market, and to access secondary information through partnerships

and relationships with firms and associations that are already collecting this data.

•  Develop a plan and commit resources to continuously and systematically identifying

and tracking trends that will influence the construction and use of buildings in the

future and systematically incorporate this information into planning efforts.  This in-

cludes closely tracking emerging efforts to design and build commercial buildings

using component methods, the use of high tech materials in buildings, and the social

and cultural trends that may result in changes to building use patterns and the need for

commercial buildings.

•  Commit resources to increasing DOE’s understanding of the decision makers in the

commercial building community and identifying the parameters and value proposi-

tions that inform decision-making across situations.

•  Initiate support, and/or participate in sub-market specific events such as workshops,

strategy forums, and conferences that involve the largest players and their trade asso-

ciations in each of the major sub-markets to increase DOE’s understanding of rele-

vant issues in the major sub-markets, the long-term direction of the sub-markets, sub-

market technology needs, changing decision-making structures, and key decision cri-
teria.

•  Commit to planning, developing, and implementing a national energy efficiency

strategy that targets large national firms that franchise or have large property holdings

in the major commercial sub-markets through one-to-one national level marketing ef-
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forts.  Effectively targeting large national and regional firms requires a national strat-

egy that involves partnering with the major players, the trade associations to which

they belong, other Federal agencies, national and regional market transformation or-
ganizations, state energy offices, and others.

•  Target smaller regional and local players by:

 Partnering and coordinating with other government agencies, regional and local
energy efficiency organizations, trade associations and others to develop science
based implementation strategies, programs, and materials that can be adapted by
energy efficiency, environmental, and or utility organizations at the state regional
and local levels.

 Developing and implementing a strategy to recruit regional and local organiza-
tions to implement the science based strategies.
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Executive Summary

Introduction

The Department of Energy, Office of Building Technology, State and Community Pro-
grams, contracted with Innovologie, LLC, to characterize the commercial new construc-
tion market in order to better understand the needs and operation of this market and more
effectively identify and diffuse the technologies that it is developing to the market.  The
commercial building market includes but is not limited to offices, retail, healthcare, hos-
pitality, public assembly, education, and worship.

The goals of this project were to identify:

•  The types and kinds of new commercial structures that are being built and will be
built in the short- and long-term

•  The levels of commercial new construction activity by locale and by types and kinds
of structures

•  The number and size of players – including developers, owners, architecture and en-
gineering firms, especially the major national and regional players

•  The interactions among the players including patterns of association and information
exchange

•  Segments within the market where the players share similar patterns of decision-
making, capital use, or technology needs

•  The process by which new commercial building construction is completed and the
forces at work within the process that influence the energy efficiency of buildings

•  The individuals and firms within the market who are looked to by others and who in-
fluence trends

•  The forces at work that are changing the way players relate to one another and the
way they make decisions

•  The strategies that might accelerate and increase the acceptance of energy efficient
technologies and whole building design concepts

As was originally envisioned, the project was to complete a review of information from
secondary sources and a set of interviews with key players in the market.  As it turned
out, the availability of materials from secondary sources was much more extensive than
was originally thought.  The information from secondary sources was so informative that
it seemed prudent to use the available resources to analyze the existing information and
postpone the interviews until the various sub-markets within the commercial buildings
were more fully understood.  Thus, this report is based largely on the analysis of existing
data.

Also, at this stage of the research, understanding regional variations seemed to be less
important than understanding the variations among the various sub-markets.  Conse-
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quently, most of the effort in this project was devoted to gaining a detailed understanding
of the sub-markets and little effort was directed to understanding regional variations.

Because markets are dynamic, some effort was expended in examining future trends in
the various sub-markets.  In doing this, we found that there are some broad drivers of so-
cietal change that are likely to significantly influence buildings in the future.  These are
discussed in some detail below.  In addition, we examined the specifics of the seven sub-
markets: office, retail, food sales and service, lodging, healthcare, warehouses, and edu-
cation.

As we examined these sub-markets, several themes emerged.

•  The use, design, construction, and operation of commercial buildings will change sig-
nificantly in the next 25 years in response to dynamic forces within culture and soci-
ety.

•  There is significant potential to promote a substantial amount of energy efficiency by
targeting the relatively few large players in each sub-market.
 In nearly every sub-market, there is a relatively high degree of concentration of

ownership or franchising of establishments.
 These owners/users are large national and regional firms.
 We do not know to what extent these large players may already be attending to

energy efficiency issues.  Some players seem quite sophisticated in this regard
while others do not.

•  There are a large numbers of smaller independent players at the regional and local
level that can benefit from energy efficiency as well.
 Within the various sub-markets, these players are fairly homogeneous.
 Strategies to target the independent players need to be implemented by public

benefits agencies, energy efficiency organizations and utilities at the local level.
 The understanding of these local commercial establishments and the sophistica-

tion of the strategies presently being used to deal with them varies but is typically
not high.

Trends that will influence commercial buildings

In a dynamic technological society, projecting a future based on recent trends is likely to
be misleading.  As we examined the commercial building market, we identified trends
that have the potential to change the demand for and the functions of commercial build-
ings.  The major drivers of change in the future are likely to be:

•  An increasingly digital world that links computers, communications, print, audio, and
video technologies.

•  Transportation and logistics that will influence how people move across the landscape
and change the way people shop and the way products are delivered.

•  Nanotechnology that will significantly alter the products and services that are avail-
able.
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•  Changes in energy production and consumption requirements including the rise of
alternative forms of energy, distributed production of energy, reduced energy re-
quirements.

•  Manufacturing and production techniques that will result in mass customization and
portable factories.

•  New materials that will change the properties of the physical objects in our world.

Some examples of the potential effects of these trends for commercial buildings are:

The digital world

•  Wiring and optical cable in buildings will be replaced by wireless technologies.

•  Wireless technologies will increase the potential for monitoring and controlling the
operation of buildings.

•  Smart sensors and controls will adjust the office environment to respond to the person
using the space.

•  Fast high quality audio and video communications will result in a substantial increase
in telecommuting and the use of satellite sites reducing the need for central offices
and increasing physical space and communications requirements in homes.

•  Multiple individuals will use an office space at different times, the equivalent of “hot
bunking” in the Navy.

•  Fast high quality multi-way audio and video communications will reduce the need for
travel and same location conferences impacting both the travel and lodging industries.

Transportation and logistics

•  High quality communications will result in a substantial increase in on-line shopping
making the retail market more competitive and reducing the relative number and size
of physical shopping locations.

•  In turn, this will drive logistics and that will increase the availability, reliability, and
timeliness of direct delivery.  That in turn will increase the products available for de-
livery and decrease the relative number of locations offering products.

•  Shopping, as we know it, will be become less a matter of dealing with necessities and
more a form of entertainment.  This will influence the location, size and configuration
of stores.  Shops will increasingly be owned or franchised by manufacturers such as
Rockport, Nike, and Apple and will be designed to entertain, to promote brand, as
well as to deliver products.  Shops will become centers for buying “customized prod-
ucts.”

•  Small retailers who do not adapt to the new retail reality by utilizing digital technol-
ogy and logistics will fail.

•  Necessities will increasingly be purchased through one stop shopping at supercenters.
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Manufacturing

•  Digital technologies will increase the ability for “mass customization,” that is, the
ability to make products specific to the individual.  Products will be delivered directly
rather than through stores.

•  Warehousing and manufacturing will become more closely linked as warehousing
takes on the new distribution functions.  This will drive changes in warehousing space
needs.  Office and processing space that has been limited in warehouses will increase
in response to the need to deal with new distribution functions.

•  Manufacturing sites will become smaller.

•  Manufacturing sites will become portable.

•  Computer aided design, computer aided manufacturing, and computer aided engi-
neering (CAD/CAM/CAE) will be ubiquitous and at the heart of design, manufactur-
ing, and construction.

•  Automated tools will result in flexible manufacturing plants that will produce a wide
assortment of goods rather than plants dedicated to specific products.

•  Buildings will be constructed with mass customized components rather than being
“stick built.”

•  Mass customized buildings will offer greater opportunities for quality control and en-
ergy efficiency.

Materials

•  There will be lighter, stronger, more durable materials resulting in buildings that are
lighter, stronger, and more durable.

•  Designer materials will make it possible to specify the characteristics of materials
such as thermal conductivity to be used in buildings.

Nanotechnology

•  Nanotechnology will result in better controls and new comfort technologies that will
change the way in which buildings operate.

•  Nanotechnology, electronics, and biotechnologies will result in cheaper, smaller, and
more sophisticated instrumentation, controls, and medical treatment technologies.
Functions that require large scale, sophisticated, and expensive technologies and that
are now performed in such places as hospitals, laboratories, and other large scale set-
tings will become smaller in scale, cheaper, and will move to offices and even to
homes.  This will result in a reduction in the need for hospitals and other similar
large-scale facilities, as we know them.

Some of these changes are already underway, some are imminent, and others may seem
somewhat fanciful.  Where people work and live, how they use space, and what people
do within spaces is going to change radically over the next 20 to 50 years.  DOE should

be thinking about how these changes will affect its focus on commercial buildings.
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There is an urgent need for basic research on how people and organizations affect and are
affected by the buildings within which they live and work.  We know some things about
buildings and people but not very much about most of the effects.  For example, we know
a fair amount about how levels of illumination influence task performance.  We are be-
ginning to get some inkling about how daylight may affect people.  There is some current
research that shows how different types of comfort systems may influence productivity or
satisfaction.  However, we have very little understanding and no theory of human poten-
tial.  We know almost nothing about comfort.  We do not know what comfort is and we
do not know what about it might be important.  As a result, we do not know how comfort
may be enhanced or negated by the built environment.  Theories and research about hu-

man potential should be driving the choices of technologies and how they are developed

rather than developing technologies and then understanding their impact on humans.

Decision-making

There are at least five potentially important sets of decision makers: capital providers,
developers, users, building professionals, and community regulatory interests. The key
decision maker varies with the situation.

Capital providers set the limits on a project by placing a value on the features and
amenities in a building. The key decision point with respect to a new commercial build-
ing is establishing the budget and the financing.  If energy efficiency or other features are
not part of the plan at this point, it becomes very difficult to incorporate them into a pro-
ject.  Especially for large projects, financing arrangements may be very complex and
therefore difficult to change once completed.  Financing is difficult to change for small
projects as well.  There is a need to recognize that decisions about energy efficiency must
come early and that tools and information are needed to aid in its early adoption.

Developers are another important set of decision makers.  Often they are part of multi-
line businesses that bring together the investors, the designers, the contractors, and the
users. Developers, as represented by the investment managers, are interested mostly in
return on investment.  Large developers/owners have staff to whom they delegate the de-
tails such as calculating return on investments for such things as energy efficiency pro-
jects.  Managers pick and choose among the alternatives.

Developers have general investment strategies.  These strategies set the parameters within
which investments are made.  The investment strategies encompass a much broader set of
issues than energy efficiency. There are many opportunities to invest money in buildings.
Among other things, one can upgrade a lobby, increase the speed of the elevators, buy
improved maintenance equipment, upgrade space for a tenant, invest in energy efficiency,
or buy another building.  Each item represents an opportunity and has potential for return
on investment.

Users are a third important category of decision makers.  It is important to think in terms
of users rather than owners because users may be either lessees or owners.  As we shall
see, the majority of buildings are small and owner occupied.  As we shall also see, users
who lease space often have significant control over the amenities in the space, including
energy efficiency.  Decisions regarding how space can be used and modified in leased
buildings are subject to negotiation between the lessee and the owner or the owner’s rep-
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resentative. The lease is important in terms of energy efficiency and energy costs.  In
many instances, leases are structured so that the costs and benefits of energy efficiency
are not split.  The notion that the commercial sector is difficult to deal with because of
split incentives may only be true for a very small percentage of commercial properties,
perhaps 15 percent or less.

One of the key issues with respect to the role of building professionals is the degree to
which they are able to integrate their efforts.  Depending on the organizational model that
is used to manage construction, building professionals may have more or less influence
over decision-making.

In a traditional architect driven plan/design/build model, the owner engages the services
of an architect through personal contacts or through a competitive solicitation.  The ar-
chitect is responsible for developing a concept and managing efforts of other profession-
als such as engineers in developing detailed plans and specifications.  The architect may
supervise the bidding and may manage and supervise the construction.  Alternatively, a
general contractor may manage the construction effort.  Theoretically, this leads to a
well-integrated building but the process can be time consuming and costly.  Under the
pressures of time and cost, the traditional model has given way to the design/build model.

In the design/build model, a developer or general contractor may manage the construction
process.  Detailed plans are limited to what is needed to complete the structure.  The gen-
eral contractor or a structural subcontractor will often lay out and build the structure
based on a pre-existing template.  Building professionals such as architects and HVAC
engineers have a limited design role providing the elements essential to completing the
building.  The general contractor may erect the basic structure.  The architect will “paint
a picture of the skin of the building.”  A space planner may work with a client to define
the space.  An HVAC engineer or contractor may “lay out” the heating and cooling sys-
tem.  An electrical contractor or lighting company may specify most of the lighting.
These tasks are typically completed serially based on the exchange of CAD files to con-
vey information.  Information exchange may be limited to the information needed to de-
fine the specifications and resolve issues that may arise.

The benefits of the design/build model are that design time is at a minimum, costs are
kept low, and the timeline for the building is streamlined.  The problem with buildings
completed using the design build model is that they can and frequently do have poorly
integrated systems that do not work well and therefore the building performs poorly.

The collaborative model is an attempt to produce better buildings by focusing resources
on building a team that has in place organizational, management, computer design
knowledge, and quality control systems to overcome the deficiencies of the design/build
model.  Rather than leaving integration to chance, the team attempts to create under-
standings and systems so that members have expectations about what they will do.

Financing is the key limiting factor.  Whichever model a developer or owner uses, pro-
fessionals are limited in what they can do by the constraints of finance.  Quality buildings
and energy efficiency are intertwined.  Quality buildings are a function of the organiza-
tions that build them and much more needs to be known about organizing for quality con-
struction.  DOE may want to consider providing leadership, research and support in the

quality building movement.
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Community regulatory interests set codes and standards that represent a performance
threshold that all builders and developers must meet.  The standards are typically a com-
promise between high levels of energy performance and cost considerations.  Codes lag
technical performance potential but represent a way to incrementally improve the per-
formance of the building stock.  There is evidence from California that codes and stan-
dards are mostly followed once they are adopted.

Projects often utilize  “value engineering” to meet budgets.  While the original intent of
value engineering was to provide better or more functionality at the same or lower cost it
has come to mean reducing function in order to meet budgets.  This often means elimi-

nating controls and/or using less expensive equipment that potentially reduces the per-

formance of a building.  Value engineering may occur in 30 percent of projects.

Developers and users need to see energy efficiency as part of the larger context for long-
term operation of the building, its impact on building operations, and its effect on asset
value.  Small increases to net operating income from reducing energy costs can result in
very large increases in asset value.  When owners and designers are making trade-offs
between building features and energy efficiency, there may be some situations in which
energy upgrades may be expensed after a building is completed.  In these cases, it may
make sense to plan for energy efficiency upgrades and install them immediately after the
building is completed rather than at the time of construction.

Target the few to influence the many

Large-scale office developers, mall developers, and chains or their franchisees complete a
large percentage of new construction.  Developers have internal and external design
teams, and chains and retailers have their own “image architects and designers” who
specify the designs and the content of the design.  In this report, we demonstrate a
method, network analysis, for understanding who participates in these teams.  A key
point is that this significantly limits the number of firms and individuals that may need to
be influenced in order to impact the energy efficiency of large amounts of commercial
space.  A second key point is that the activities of the large developers and the chains
must be influenced at the regional and national levels rather than at the local level.  This
represents a significant potential opportunity to impact large amounts of new construc-
tion, but it requires national level leadership as well as partnering at regional, state, and
local levels.

Regional or local developers or general contractors often construct buildings that are built
for local owners.  These buildings are built using the design/build approach as well.  The
key decision-makers remain much the same.  Strategies for reaching these owners and
developers are probably best implemented at the local level.  National and regional orga-
nizations such as DOE have an important role to play in developing such strategies.

Office sub-market summary

With respect to the office sub-market we found that:

•  In 1999, there were about 740,000 office buildings and 12 billion square feet of office
space in the U.S.
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•  About 75 percent of non-public office space, totaling about six billion square feet, is
owner occupied.  Commercial lease space represents about one-quarter of the non-
public market space or three billion square feet.

•  This means that for three-quarters of existing office space, split incentives, which are
often cited as a barrier to achieving energy efficiency in the commercial office space,
are not a factor.

•  Further in the lease sector, tenants may be responsible for their own electricity use,
but the building owner usually supplies ventilation, heating, and cooling.  These costs
are built into leases in ways that can make it advantageous for the owner to make ef-
ficiency improvements and may represent a good investment.  Here again, split in-
centives may not be a barrier to energy efficiency.

•  As of 2002, the top 25 commercial property owners owned about 525 million square
feet of property.  This represents approximately 17 percent of all leased space.

•  The top 50 property managers manage about five billion square feet.  This is roughly
half of U.S. commercial office lease space.  This means that there is a significant
level of concentration of ownership and management in the lease space office seg-
ment and that one can deal with a relatively few players and address energy efficiency
for large amounts of space.

•  The next few years may be a good time to target owners and to get in front of the next
wave of new building construction.  The construction of office space is cyclical and
tends to lag the economy.  There is currently a large inventory of space available.  If
history repeats itself, construction will slow until there is need for additional space, a
period that may extend from five to seven years.  During this period, developers and
property owners will be anticipating their next steps.  Because of this “hiatus” it may
be possible to get the attention of owners and building professionals.

•  A high percentage of the quality office space is now located in suburban areas.  In the
short-term, it appears that there is a movement to downtown office space.  However,
this may be a reflection of the shakeout of the “dot.com” era in which the more stable
and older businesses were located in downtowns and the more volatile dot.com busi-
nesses were located in the suburbs.

•  Lighting accounts for 30 percent of the energy use in offices, space heating 25 per-
cent, and office equipment 16 percent.  Cooling and ventilation account for nine and
five percent respectively.  Commercial building efficiency programs tend to target
electric air conditioning systems while space heating, especially gas and oil space
heating, tends to receive scant attention.

•  Electronic ballasts are present in 408,000 buildings in this market indicating the pres-
ence of at least some efficient lighting in 58 percent of structures.

•  Package units are the most common heating source being present in just under 50
percent of the buildings.  Furnaces, individual space heaters, and boilers collectively
have a larger share of the market.  Many gas utilities have complained that there has
been inadequate attention to developing new energy efficient gas technologies in-
cluding space heating technologies.  This may be an area that needs attention both

because of short-term supply constraints for natural gas and the long-term outlook.
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•  Much of the current approach to developers of buildings is based on the life cycle
cost of buildings.  There is ample evidence that owners want good buildings and that
there are significant non-energy benefits from energy efficiency technologies that
could be used to sell efficiency.  This is an area that is little explored.

In our analysis, we did not have the resources and data to adequately characterize the
ownership and management of owner occupied buildings.  This is an area that needs at-
tention because of the number of owner occupied buildings.  Owner occupied buildings
are 62 percent of the overall office market.  As many as half may have fewer than 5,000
square feet and as a result they typically have different characteristics than many of the
buildings in the lease segment.

Based on this analysis, large commercial lease operators are an important target.  These
owners have more than 100 million square feet of office space under development annu-
ally.  A relatively small number of owners influence a large amount of new space making
this group an important target.  These owners are best addressed at the national and re-
gional levels.  Local entities and utilities are likely to have less influence with this group.
This argues for a national level strategy to address this group.  The Energy Star and

green buildings programs are currently partially addressing this part of the office mar-

ket.

While there are many large owners who occupy their own buildings, the owner occupied
segment tends to be more regional and local.  This is because many smaller businesses
may own their own building.  Effective science based strategies are needed to address

smaller local owners, developers, and contractors who are constructing and operating

buildings.  Research is needed to better characterize this market and to develop appropri-
ate strategies.  DOE, EPA, national organizations such as CEE, and regional market

transformation organizations, public benefits programs and utilities can play an impor-

tant role in developing strategies to meet the needs of this group.

In terms of technologies, there is evidence that efficient lighting is already penetrating the
sub-market.  Space heating is an important percentage of overall energy consumption.
Because of the relatively small size of many buildings in the market and the importance
of gas heating, efficient space heating technologies may be one of the more important
needs of this market.

Retail and service sub-market summary

•  Retail and service establishments are physically housed in three contexts: multi-use
buildings and standalone structures in central business districts, stores in strip malls,
and stores in enclosed malls.  The context influences the energy use technologies lo-
cated in these buildings.

•  Establishments in strip malls account for just under one-quarter (23 percent) of retail
space, establishments in enclosed malls approximately 14 percent, and the remainder,
63 percent, are in multiuse or standalone buildings.

•  The ranks of small retailers are thinning under the competitive pressures provided by
larger retailers.  This is changing the face of retail and may change the demand for
retail space.
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•  Large national chains predominate in enclosed malls.  National and regional chains
are also frequently found in strip malls.  National chains that utilize the big box for-
mat such as Circuit City, Best Buy, Wal-Mart and Target are often found in strip
malls or in standalone locations adjacent to enclosed malls or strip malls.

•  The large chains dominate the “mall market” with large stores.  The design and im-
plementation of these stores is based on standard architectural design and maintained
by “image architects” that work for the chains.

•  To influence the energy efficiency of these buildings, one needs to address the vice
presidents for construction for the large chains and the image architects at a national
or regional level.  If these changes have cost implications, the persons responsible for
financing may need to be addressed as well.  Some chains are already quite conscious
of energy costs.  Some are equally concerned about “comfort” and “display aesthet-
ics” as part of the shopping experience.  Comfort and display aesthetics are both
closely tied to energy use.  Comfort and energy efficiency are close allies.  Display
aesthetics, which may involve specialized lighting, may lead to increases in energy
use.  In order to influence energy use in this market, it may be important to focus on

aesthetics and comfort rather than on cost.

•  The average size of large retail stores has increased from about 123,000 square feet in
existing (older) buildings to 140,000 square feet in new stores. As some retail stores
expand in size, there will be an increasing need to focus on reducing the energy usage
associated with larger buildings.

•  Renovations follow a prescribed pattern as well as reflect a long-term view that most
retailers have regarding capital investments such as remodeling or new construction.
For example, the average national retail store is remodeled every seven years.  How-
ever, some types of stores – such as the big-box stores and home centers-- are remod-
eled about every six years.  This suggests that there is a window of opportunity to in-

fluence these decisions but only if the decision-makers are approached early in the
planning process.

•  Space heating is the predominant end-use intensity in this sub-market.  Space cooling
is about a sixth of the intensity of space heating and one-quarter of that of lighting.
Other uses are relatively small.

•  Local retailers contract with developers to develop new buildings.  We need to know
much more about new building construction for independent retailers.

Lodging sub-market summary

•  The lodging segment is one of the smallest commercial building markets, accounting
for approximately 175,000 buildings and four billion square feet of commercial floor
space.  This equates to 53,000 properties with more than 4.2 million rooms.

•  The top 40 lodging firms and their affiliates own three million rooms or about 70 per-
cent of the market.

•  In 2002, the Cendant Corporation was the largest lodging firm, accounting for 12 per-
cent of the total U.S. lodging market, and owned or franchised 17 percent of all hotel
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rooms among the top 40 domestic hotel companies.  Other large lodging firms in-
cluded Six Continents, Marriott International, Choice, Hilton, and Best Western.

•  By one count, the top 10 lodging firms own 58 brands.  For example, Choice Hotels
owns eight brands: Clarion, Comfort Suites, Comfort Inn, Quality, EconoLodge,
Rodeway Inns, Main Stay Suites, and Sleep Inn.  The reason for multiple brands is to
provide service across a range of price points.

•  There are more than 14,000 independently operated motels with 1.1 million rooms.

•  Hotels and motels can be divided into business and leisure hotels.  The leisure seg-
ment has about $135 billion in revenues annually and the business segment about $95
billion.  Rooms and food account for about two-thirds of the revenue in the business
sector.  Food, entertainment, and shopping account for 69 percent of the revenue in
the leisure sector.  Clearly, there are significant energy differences in the operations
of these two sectors.

•  Although large lodging firms dominate the industry, there is a high degree of fran-
chising in this industry and properties with chain identification are often independ-
ently owned and operated.  Smaller firms run the franchise operations.

•  Franchisees and independents typically serve the business or traveler segment rather
than the leisure segment.  Further, franchisees and independent operators typically
serve the lower end of the market owning 43 percent of the “budget” properties and
19 percent of the “economy” properties.

 85 percent of properties in the United States have less than 150 rooms.

 52 percent of properties have less than 75 rooms.

 45 percent of properties charge less than $60 a night.

 The average net profit for a typical 100-room hotel, with a $79 average room rate,
a $5 million loan, a 60 percent occupancy rate, and annual revenues of $1.9 mil-
lion is $180,000.

The extended-stay category, for example, Marriott’s Residence Inn, is the fastest growing
segment, with room supply increasing by nearly 10 percent last year.

Given high operating costs and thin margins, energy expenses represent a potential op-
portunity for lodging establishments to trim costs.  Energy is four to five percent of reve-
nues.  During economic downturns, hotel operators are concentrating on strategies to re-
duce energy costs.  According to Ernst & Young, operating costs can be reduced from 15
to 20 percent annually through energy efficiency measures.

The patterns of ownership and franchising in this sub-market indicate a high degree of
concentration of decision-making.  A relatively small number of firms own or exert con-
trol or influence over a very high percentage of rooms.  In order to promote energy effi-
ciency for a large number of rooms, one needs only to address a relatively small audi-
ence.

At this point, we do not know to what extent energy efficiency issues are being ad-
dressed.  Some lodging firms may be more aggressive in this regard than others.  There
may also be differences in how large lodging firms perceive and address energy effi-
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ciency across their brands.  Energy efficiency may be more important to low cost brands
while aesthetics and comfort may be more important for high-end brands.

Food sales and services sub-market summary

This is a very broad sub-market encompassing food processing, wholesaling, services,
and sales/retailing.  This report focuses on food services and food sales with some atten-
tion to wholesaling.  Processing involves extensive energy use, but activities in this sub-
market may be more appropriate for a discussion of the agricultural sector.

This focus on food services is important because chains account for a major portion of
the food sales and services sub-market.  It was also necessitated because data and infor-
mation on independent food sales and services are somewhat limited.  An analysis of in-

dependent food sales and services sub-markets will require further exploration at another

time.

The theme that emerges in the food sales and services sub-market is concentration, con-
centration, and concentration.  This is because the food sales and services sub-market is
dominated by a relatively few large firms.  This has two important implications for im-
proving energy efficiency.

•  Energy efficiency efforts in the food sales and services sub-market will require broad
national and regional efforts directed at regional and national companies that tend to
dominate this sub-market.

•  Attempts to address energy efficiency issues in the food sales and services sub-market
at the local level are likely to meet with limited success unless the targets of such en-
ergy efficiency efforts are independent local operators.  Local independent operators
are important and represent a modest fraction of the total food sales and service.
Their issues need to be addressed.  In order to do this, we need to know more about
local independent operators and their operations.

High levels of concentration are found in all parts of this sub-market.

•  The top 50 processing companies have annual sales of $280 billion and dominate the
beverage, meat processing, food processing, cereal, soup, and household product
markets.

•  Among broad line merchant wholesalers, the top four firms account for 47 percent of
sales.  In order to compete against manufacturer wholesale operations that deal di-
rectly with large grocery chains, broad line merchant wholesalers are branching out
into food sales retail operations.

•  Institutional distributors have sales of $52 billion annually.  Seventy-seven percent of
these sales can be attributed to two distributors.

•  There are 858,000 restaurants in the U.S. with total sales of more than $400 billion.
Twenty-five firms who own or franchise restaurant chains account for one-fourth of
sales and one eighth of the establishments, slightly more than 100,000 locations.
These firms own about 25,000 units and franchisees the remainder.  The important
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point is that these 25 firms exert substantial control over the operation of more than
100,000 units.

•  There are 75 national and regional supermarket chains that account for 71 percent of
the $682 billion in annual grocery sales.

•  Fifty convenience store chains account for a little over 40 percent of the convenience
stores in the U.S.  Many of these units are operated as franchises and are sometimes
considered to be independents, but the chains exert significant control over their start-
up operations.

A two-pronged strategy is needed to improve energy efficiency in the food sales and

services sub-market.  One prong of the strategy needs to target the large national chains

and franchises.  This strategy needs to be developed and embraced by DOE and EPA, the

larger national and regional market transformation organizations, and the trade organi-

zations representing the franchises.  A second strategy addressing regional and inde-

pendent local firms may be developed and promoted from the national level but requires

partnering and a high degree of involvement with local entities.

The large national and regional firms centrally set the design standards that govern
building design and construction and the equipment that they install or cause to be in-
stalled.  In order to influence designs and equipment choices, it is necessary to deal with

decision-makers and the designers at these levels.

As was pointed out above, the number of decision-makers is significantly less than the
number of establishments.  Some well-focused efforts have the potential for significantly
influencing energy efficiency for a large number of buildings.  It should also be noted
that firms in the food sales and services sub-market work with thin margins, and changes
in energy costs can be an important factor in decision-making.

The rest of the news is that chains are quite conscious of their image and connect image
to revenues.  Changes that are perceived to adversely affect image and revenues are not
likely to be adopted.  Thus, strategies targeting these firms are more likely to be suc-

cessful if they address efficiency within the context of image rather than just promoting

energy efficiency.

Local and independent operations are a significant part of the market.  Whereas the large
national and regional chains and firms may require a national effort, local independent
firms are best approached through local entities.  The operation of independent busi-
nesses across local markets is likely to be quite similar.  Local energy efficiency pro-
grams may be resource constrained in their ability to develop sophisticated approaches to
the market.  Local entities such as utilities, third parties, and public benefit programs
might benefit significantly by partnering at the regional and/or national level to develop
tools for understanding the local markets and developing local program models that can
be modified and applied in local settings.  This is an area in which DOE, EPA, CEE,

ACEEE, the regional transformation organizations, state energy offices, and others might

become involved.

There are some additional findings in this chapter.  Given that the structure of this sub-
market is constantly changing, it is important that energy efficiency organizations are
cognizant of trends that will influence how they deal with the market.
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•  Americans will continue to eat out and the number of meals that are eaten outside of
the home will increase.  However, we may see changes in the American diet and this
may have significant implications for the types, kinds, and locations of restaurants.
This may influence energy use and consumption and may present opportunities to
build energy efficiency into the new diet or cuisine.

•  Secondly, there is a significant increase in takeout meals.  This trend is likely to con-
tinue and likely to compete with the trend of eating out.  Rapid growth in the takeout
sector is likely to impact the size, type, and equipment used in food preparation fa-
cilities.  Take-out facilities may be mainly oriented to food preparation and display
with little or no in-house seating.  Some pizza operations have already separated their
takeout/home delivery operations from their eat-in operations.

•  E-commerce is also likely to influence food sales.  Increases in home food delivery
services may reduce the need for stores or result in changes to stores.  Presently there
are two models for food delivery services, a warehouse model and a local store
model.  In the former, grocery orders are delivered from central warehouses.  In the
latter model, grocery deliveries are serviced from local stores.  The latter model re-
quires less capital and may prove more viable in the long term.  This could signifi-
cantly influence the organization of local supermarkets

As we have reviewed the equipment and energy use information in this sub-market we
have noted several things.

•  First, daylighting is not yet much of a factor in food services and sales operations.
However, some national level firms are beginning to pay attention.  Potentially it can
be an important way to achieve energy reductions, but to achieve its potential it will
need to be implemented wisely.  There is evidence that daylighting has benefits be-
yond saving energy, for example, causing sales at store locations to be 40 percent
greater than at comparable locations without daylighting.

•  Secondly, cooking is the most intense energy use in the food sales area.  Potentially,
this is an area ripe for energy savings.  Changing cooking methods can influence la-
bor costs, food quality, and safety.  At present, there is a fair amount of research into
cooking methods.  DOE may want to examine how it might encourage and/or pro-
mote these methods to reduce energy use.

•  Refrigeration is a significant part of the operations in the food sales arena.  Open
cases contribute significantly to energy use and appear to be widely used in new and
large stores.  More efficient refrigeration units would have a significant impact in this
area.  Use of waste heat from refrigerators for hot water or heating also has potential.
Reducing the need for refrigeration by using alternative food processing and preser-
vation methods also presents an opportunity for dealing with energy use in this arena.

•  This report is focused on commercial new construction, but there is more than ample
evidence that energy is poorly used in existing food sales and services establishments.
Understanding why this is the case and what can be done about it may lead to signifi-
cant improvements.

•  Before leaving this area, we should point out that there is significant potential for
changes in food preparation and eating habits.  The American diet is increasingly
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coming under attack by health specialists and officials.  Some supermarket operators
see the necessity and potential in promoting healthy food alternatives.  This also has
implications for the organization of supermarkets and the potential to increase or de-
crease energy use.

Healthcare sub-market summary

•  There are more than 125,000 buildings dedicated to inpatient and outpatient
healthcare services.  Roughly 11,000 of these are inpatient facilities and the balance
outpatient facilities.  Inpatient facilities occupy slightly less than two billion square
feet while outpatient facilities occupy about one billion square feet.

•  The energy-use profiles of inpatient and outpatient services are very different.
Buildings used for inpatient service have the second highest energy use intensity
among buildings in the various commercial sub-markets, 230 kBtus per square foot
annually.  Buildings used for outpatient services have energy intensities that are
smaller than those for office buildings, about 80 kBtus per square foot annually.

•  The healthcare facilities industry includes a range of organizations and ownership
profiles.  The main sectors are acute care hospitals, rehabilitation hospitals, psychiat-
ric hospitals, nursing homes, assisted living facilities, and home healthcare services.

•  The healthcare industry is undergoing consolidation resulting in a reduction in the
number of acute care facilities and a shift to smaller more specialized locations for
various treatments.

•  New construction in healthcare has been constrained by industry consolidation and
cost-containment. The sub-market will continue to grow due to the aging population
and increasing need for specialized medical services.  Healthcare continues to be one
of the fastest growing industries in the United States.  How that growth will translate
into buildings and energy use is less clear.  The residential care segment may be one
of the most dynamic parts of this market.

•  The types of equipment installed in these settings vary considerably by the type of
building. The larger systems are installed in larger facilities, including acute care hos-
pitals and institutions.  However, the growth of smaller off-site healthcare centers,
such as clinics and doctors’ offices, which rely on smaller packaged equipment in-
stallations, may fundamentally change the type of equipment being used in this sub-
market.

Warehousing sub-market summary

•  The warehousing sub-market includes industrial warehousing and storage for goods.
Many establishments in this sub-market operate networks with physical facilities, la-
bor forces, and equipment spread over extensive geographic areas.

•  The 50 largest firms involved with warehousing manage 810.7 million square feet of
space—an increase of 73.2 million square feet from 2001. The top 10 companies ac-
count for slightly more than half (51.6 percent) of the warehouse space owned by the
top 50 companies.
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•  A majority of warehouse companies (60 percent) report an increase in the amount of
warehouse and distribution center (DC) space they manage compared to 2001 levels.

•  There are four types of ownership structures within the warehousing segment:

 Public – accounting for 10 percent of the market

 Private – accounting for 63 percent of the market

 Public/Contract – accounting for 15 percent of the market

 Contract – representing 12 percent of the market

•  Public warehouses are open to the public for use.

•  Large retail, manufacturers, and shipping companies, such as United Parcel Service,
Wal-Mart, Home Depot, Lowe’s, and General Motors, dominate the privately owned
warehouses.

•  Contract warehouses lease space to users.

•  Electronic commerce and the Internet are redefining how the warehousing industry
operates.  This industry is increasingly concerned with speeding the transmission of
orders, flexibility to meet customer needs, convenience, and building relationships
with customers and suppliers.

•  The major energy uses in this sub-market are heating, lighting, and refrigeration.

•  At least from the size and ownership of the various warehouse sub-markets, it appears
that private warehouses may represent the best opportunities for energy efficiency.

Education sub-market summary

•  There are more than 300,000 school buildings nationwide.

•  Seventy-three percent were built before 1973.

•  The one hundred largest school districts serve a very high percentage of all students.
It is possible to influence a great deal of building square footage by focusing on these
districts.

•  Certain parts of the country are currently experiencing a boom in school construction.

•  The current budget problems in states and localities may slow school construction.

•  School districts tend to use the more traditional architectural model in planning
school construction.  The process tends to be drawn out.  Still, energy efficiency must
be incorporated in the early stages of design in order to insure that efficiency needs
are met by the budget.

•  The architects for schools are often local or regionally based architects, many of
whom specialize in school design.

•  School districts are sensitive to the long-term maintenance costs of the buildings that
they build.  As a result, they are open to implementing energy efficiency.

•  There is some evidence that the schools now being built are more efficient than of-
fices.  In part, this may be due to the sensitivity of schools to long-term operation and
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maintenance costs and to the bonding process used to finance construction that may
result in more flexibility than the financing approaches used in other parts of the
commercial building market.

•  There are a number of trends that may influence energy use in schools:

 Longer school hours

 Cluster concepts that house students in co-located buildings and that share spe-
cialized facilities such as gymnasia, laboratories, cafeterias, and other facilities

 Year round classes

 Individualized instruction

 Smaller classes

 Virtual education

An articulated and integrated approach to energy efficiency in
commercial buildings

Historically DOE’s approach to energy efficiency in commercial buildings has been to
focus research and development on promising technologies that have the potential to im-
pact demand and energy use.  Similarly, utilities and other implementation organizations
have focused on available technologies and have attempted to penetrate the various sub-
markets with them.  By and large, the marketing strategies have been one-to-many efforts
that have relied heavily on “broadcast” methods to communicate with target audiences.
While these strategies have had some impact, there are more effective ways to communi-
cate with target audiences.  In this regard, this study documents several important points.

The commercial building market is a heterogeneous market comprised of a number of
sub-markets that can be further segmented.  This study makes a substantial contribution
in understanding these markets and segments, but much additional work is needed.  In
particular, it is important to know in which sub-markets and segments and to what extent
players may already be addressing efficiency issues and in which sub-markets and seg-
ments efficiency may be lagging.

We also know that the sub-markets and segments have different technological needs, dif-
ferent value propositions, and different future prospects.  Energy efficiency technologies
and programs that are keyed to these needs, propositions, and prospects are likely to be
much more successful than broad scale efforts with no specific target in mind.

For both new construction and remodeling and renovation, financing sets the constraints
within which developers, owners, and building professionals can act.  This has two im-
portant implications.  The first is that energy efficiency needs to be on the agenda prior to
financing so that the first costs of efficiency can be addressed.  A second implication is
that owners and developers need to understand the value of energy efficiency in terms of
value propositions that make sense to them.

Within nearly every sub-market, there are two sets of players, the large national owners
and chains and the smaller more local and independent players.  The large national play-
ers often have standards and guidelines that they use nationwide and relatively small
teams of buildings professionals who design, manage, and build buildings for them.  Na-
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tional leadership and a national level effort are needed to influence these players.  The
good news is that one may only need to influence a few hundred or fewer players in a
given sub-market or segment in order to have a significant impact on energy efficiency in
commercial buildings.  The other piece of the news is that in order to be really effective
in penetrating these markets, it is important to selectively target these players a few at a
time and work with small groups and through professional interaction on a one-to-one
basis.  This is important for understanding energy efficiency needs in order to design fu-
ture generations of technologies, to deliver technologies that will be adopted, and to fa-
cilitate their adoption.  Federal agencies such as DOE and national energy efficiency or-
ganizations need to partner with each other to accomplish these ends.

The needs of local and independent players must also be addressed.  The technologies
that are important to them may be somewhat different than for the larger players, and the
resources that they have available to them may be more constrained.  Within sub-markets
and segments, the needs of small players are quite similar.  Effective strategies and re-
sources for addressing the efficiency and marketing needs of these players can be devel-
oped through the cooperation of state and local governments, local and regional energy
efficiency organizations, utilities and Federal agencies.  The job of selling and imple-
menting energy efficiency to these players is likely to be most effective if it is based on
one-to-one relationships at the local level.

In the end, energy efficiency and conservation will be adopted much more rapidly if two
things happen.  The first is to articulate the similarities and the differences in technologi-
cal needs and the structure and organization of sub markets and segments so that tech-
nologies and implementation efforts match and meet the needs of the players.  The sec-
ond is to integrate efforts across Federal, state, public, and private organizations focusing
on large players with high concentrations of buildings within the sub-markets and a sepa-
rate integrated effort that targets more local and independent players in those same mar-
kets.

Recommendations

Key recommendations from this report are that DOE:

•  Develop a plan and commit resources to continuously and systematically update its
understanding of the commercial building market, to make greater use of commer-
cially available secondary information to increase DOE’s understanding of the com-
mercial building market, and to access secondary information through partnerships
and relationships with firms and associations that are already collecting this data.

•  Develop a plan and commit resources to continuously and systematically identifying
and tracking trends that will influence the construction and use of buildings in the
future and systematically incorporate this information into planning efforts.  This in-
cludes closely tracking emerging efforts to design and build commercial buildings
using component methods, the use of high tech materials in buildings, and social and
cultural trends that may result in changes to building use patterns and the need for
commercial buildings.
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•  Commit resources to increasing DOE’s understanding of the decision makers in the
commercial building community and identifying the parameters and value proposi-
tions that inform decision-making across situations.

•  Initiate, support, and/or participate in sub-market specific events such as workshops,
strategy forums, and conferences that involve the largest players and their trade asso-
ciations in each of the major sub-markets to increase DOE’s understanding of rele-
vant issues in the major sub-markets, the long-term direction of the sub-markets, sub-
market technology needs, changing decision-making structures, and key decision cri-
teria.

•  Commit to planning, developing, and implementing a national energy efficiency
strategy that:

 Targets large national firms that franchise or have large property holdings in the
major commercial sub-markets through one-to-one national level marketing ef-
forts.

 Targets smaller regional and local players by:

•  Partnering and coordinating with other government agencies, regional and local en-
ergy efficiency organizations, trade associations and others to develop science based
implementation strategies, programs, and materials that can be adapted by energy ef-
ficiency, environmental, and or utility organizations at the state regional and local
levels.

•  Developing and implementing a strategy to recruit regional and local organizations to
implement the science based strategies.

•  Conduct market research to assess which actors in national markets are incorporating
energy efficiency into new and redeveloped buildings and which developers continue
to use traditional practices.  The purpose of this assessment is to determine which
actors are already incorporating energy efficiency into their buildings and which con-
tinue traditional practice.  This information is useful for identifying technology needs
and implementing direct one-to-one marketing strategies.  We recommend the as-
sessments focus on:

 The top 25 to 50 national and regional office developers.

 The top 100 large national and regional retailers and the top national developers
of retail property.

 The top 50 national and regional fast food chains. The assessment should also ad-
dress how decisions are made for both corporate and franchisee operations.   We
also recommend that DOE monitor and perhaps participate in efforts to improve
the energy efficiency of kitchens in fast food chains and restaurants.  The DOE
may want to partner with trade associations, hospitality schools, and utilities such
as PG&E that are already working in this arena.

 The top 75 major national and regional grocery chains.

 The top 40 lodging firms and their lodging brands.  The assessment should iden-
tify the decision makers, how decisions are made for corporate and franchisee op-
erations, and how brand value propositions influence the adoption of energy effi-
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ciency.  Studies have previously been completed that have identified technology
packages.

 The major national for-profit and the major not-for-profit hospitals and healthcare
organizations.

 The top 100 school districts and research universities.

•  Partner with government agencies such as the EPA, other relevant federal agencies,
and national and regional market transformation organizations to identify and address
technology and implementation needs and develop scientifically based one-to-one
marketing strategies that promote more efficient technologies and designs that:

 Target the top 25 to 50 office developers.

 Target large national retailers and their image architects and engineering firms.
Large national developers that lease space to these retailers should also be tar-
geted.

 Target the top 50 national fast-food chains, their image architects, engineering
firms and franchisees.

 Target the top 75 national grocery store chains or their franchisees.  The strategies
might include a special technology focus on refrigeration end-uses.

 Target the 40 national lodging firms, their brands, their image architects, engi-
neering firms, and franchisees.  The strategies should take cognizance of and in-
corporate the value propositions that are part of the branding for the chains.

 Target the large national organizations, developers, hospitality organizations, and
others who are developing housing for the seniors market.

 Promote more efficient technologies and designs among the large national for-
profit hospital chains and the large not-for-profit chains as well.  When dealing
with the not-for-profit chains, that are frequently regional, we recommend that the
DOE partner with regional organizations.

 Target the top 100 school districts and the large research universities.

•  Partner with other government and national transformation organizations and work
with state energy offices, regional and local energy efficiency organizations to de-
velop scientifically based marketing strategies, technology packages, and other re-
sources that can be used by regional and local implementation organizations to foster
energy efficiency:

 Among the large number of smaller office building owners and managers.

 Among small independent retailers.  Such strategies should also target local de-
velopers, distributors, and contractors.

 Among small independent restaurants.  Such strategies might include working
with franchisees of national fast-food chains that have a high degree of autonomy
and should also target local developers, distributors, and contractors.

 Among regional and local restaurant franchises.  Such strategies might include
working with local developers, distributors, and contractors.

 In independent community hospitals.  Such strategies should also target local de-
velopers, distributors, and contractors.
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 For small owner run lodging operations or branded operations that have to adhere
on minimum standards of operation.

 In smaller local school districts and colleges and universities other than research
and specialize institutions.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The Department of Energy, Office of Building Technology, State and Community Pro-
grams, contracted with Innovologie, LLC, to characterize the commercial new construc-
tion market in order to better understand the needs and operation of this market, to more
effectively identify technologies needed by the market, and to suggest ways to improve
the effectiveness with which technologies are diffused to it. The commercial building
market includes but is not limited to buildings used for offices, retail, healthcare, hospi-
tality, public assembly, education, and worship.  While the focus is the new construction
market, information about the remodeling and renovation market has been included as
well because, depending on the circumstances, it may be difficult to distinguish between
these two markets.

The goals of this project are to identify:

•  The types and kinds of new commercial structures that are being built and will be
built in the short and long term

•  The levels of commercial new construction activity by locale and by types and kinds
of structures

•  The number and size of players, including developers, owners, architecture and engi-
neering firms, especially the major national and regional players

•  The interactions among the players including patterns of association and information
exchange

•  The segments within the market where the players share similar patterns of decision-
making, capital use, or technology needs

•  The process by which new commercial building construction is completed and the
forces at work within the process that influence the energy efficiency of buildings

•  The individuals and firms within the market who are the leaders and who influence
trends

•  The forces at work that are changing the way players relate to one another and the
way they make decisions

•  The strategies that might accelerate and increase the acceptance of energy efficient
technologies and whole building design concepts

Approach

As originally envisioned, the project was to complete a review of information from sec-
ondary sources and a set of interviews with key players in the market.  However, because
materials from secondary sources were much more extensive than was originally thought,
it seemed prudent to use the available resources to analyze the secondary source material
and postpone the interviews this work was completed.

This report is based on several kinds of materials.  Some of the basic information about
building types, sizes, and energy uses was drawn from the 1999 Commercial Building
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